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mains—a member of NAM or any trade group depends on
ciation’s activities and how its membership in the
said Michael Barnett, a professor of management &
ss School who has studied trade groups. 

by in�uencing what others outside the industry think of
stomers, like communities,” Barnett said. 

 companies from the public relations backlash of
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by government for favorable laws and policies.
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ment of Justice lawyer who led the government’s
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mate change to efforts by trade groups to back the
Tobacco Institute and the Center for Tobacco Research,

d inaccurate testimony to support the tobacco industry’s
.

le more in your face and direct than the tobacco industry
ks said.  “They tried to put on a �g leaf, the tobacco
g leaf—it’s out there.” 

sts, undermined international climate negotiations and
reenhouse gas emissions through the Global Climate
hat operated from 1989 to 2002. NAM and the Global
ntertwined that one recently discovered document
checks payable to “NAM – Global Climate Coalition.”
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municipalities �ling suits against oil companies for the
mate.  

Street Investors Coalition to fend off shareholder
arency and action on climate change. 

bide Its Backing of Fossil Fuel Companies? 

bers, and companies with executives on NAM’s board
s with a clear interest in preventing climate liability suits.  

mbers come from a wide variety of companies, some
mmitment to protecting the climate and have little or no

e liability suit, including Pella, Microsoft, Intel, Mueller WP,
orning and Baker Boy, a North Dakota-based donut chain,

e under �re for joining the Climate Leadership Council, an
for a carbon dividend plan that could do away with
ack away from NAM’s work without leaving NAM. 

elf from NAM’s campaigns to delay action on climate

with NAM’s, said William Moss, an Intel spokesperson. 

have raised it directly with NAM, and state in our climate
PCC and the Paris Agreement, and our own commitment
aid Moss, who added that the overall bene�ts of Intel’s
differences on issues like climate change.

�cant differences, we often publish our position
ow where we stand,” Moss said.   

membership is aligned with its general business goals
oes not agree with NAM’s position on every issue.
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ws of our shareholders, especially on topics that are of
a Proctor and Gamble spokesperson in a statement. “The
e members are aware of our policy positions, including
are consistent in the positions we share with external
e association engagement.”

for comment, but in a radio interview last year, its
NAM’s 250 board members are “uni�ed in their concern
o to manufacturing operations if they are successful,”
liability suits. 

said his company remains a member of NAM because of
stance on climate issues.

ired a little differently because the Bakken oil �eld is a
I personally don’t take a position of anti-fossil fuel,” Moos

ations try to serve a narrow focus, the more di�cult it is

rship in several trade associations, Shell found it had
climate-related policy positions. While the oil giant
membership in the American Fuel and Petrochemical
ntinue to engage with [NAM] and closely monitor our
s.”  

s in the U.S. for the damage its products have done to the
ly plan for and protect its facilities from climate change.
ights organizations in the Netherlands have �led suit
business model with the goals of the Paris Climate

will continue to accrue liability as long as they deny
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crease as more and more evidence comes to light
strophic effects of climate change, hid that danger from

business as usual, he said.

Exxon that are facing lawsuits on many fronts now for
la tobacco, recognizing the dangers decades prior to
time bomb and eventually it’ll explode,” Barnett said.

es on the trade group coordinating opposition to climate
tion of Manufacturers.

tling for Big Oil:
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ds Assault on Climate Suits
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which has wielded the power of its broad corporate
action for decades. Obstruction of climate policy by
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